Killer Guides Launches Unofficial Guild Wars 2
Guides
August 17, 2012
Sao Paolo, Brazil (RPRN) 08/17/12 — With
ArenaNet's Guild Wars 2 official release just
around the corner this 28 August 2012, long
time game guide publisher Killer Guides
makes walkthroughs for the game available.
Released several days before the official
game launch are three unofficial game
manuals: Killer Guides Guild Wars 2
Leveling Handbook , Gold Making Guide
and PvP Compendium.
Featured in the leveling manual are
strategies to help gamers more quickly
gather in leveling experience points. Guild
Wars 2 is a MMORPG (massively
multiplayer online role-playing game) which
is designed based on leveling up for
character progression. Ultimately, all players will start with a level 1 character and fully max out their
characters at level 80. Along the way, ArenaNet makes sure to keep gamers' adrenaline rushing with
challenging boss fights, full-fledge wars and battles among groups of players.
Like most other online games in the MMORPG genre, in order to win fights, overcome challenges and
overtake competitors, it all comes down to making use of effective gaming strategies. ArenaNet has
ensured gamers with millions of possible gameplay outcomes by offering a large number of skill
choices and uncountable cross-profession skill-combination possibilities. This is where the leveling
guide by KillerGuides comes into play.
Like most other guides by the publisher, besides offering lists of items, weapons, consumables, etc,
sections of the GW2 leveling manual are written to offer gameplay strategies and tactics. While the
leveling handbook is written to help Guild Wars 2 dwellers in leveling up, the PvP Compendium is
designed to provide readers with tested battle tactics, particular for PvP (player-versus-player)
instances. Offered at $29.99 each, the guide publisher also makes the manuals available as part of a
GW2 product bundle at $59.99. These recently launched guidebooks add to the publisher's growing
portfolio of over 120 manuals for popular game title such as Star Wars the Old Republic, Diablo 3 and
the renowned World of Warcraft.
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